We demonstrate that a combination of disorder and interactions in a two-dimensional bulk topological insulator can generically drive its helical edge insulating. We establish this within the framework of helical Luttinger liquid theory and exact Emery-Luther mapping. The gapless glassy edge state spontaneously breaks time-reversal symmetry in a 'spin glass' fashion, and may be viewed as a localized state of solitons which carry half integer charge. Such a qualitatively distinct edge state provides a simple explanation for heretofore puzzling experimental observations. This phase exhibits a striking non-monotonicity, with the edge growing less localized in both the weak and strong disorder limits.
I. INTRODUCTION
Symmetry protected topological (SPT) phases, of which topological insulators [1] are the archetypal examples, are ground states of quantum matter that are 'gapped' insulators in the bulk, but have symmetryenforced exotic surface properties [2, 3] . The conventional wisdom holds that at the boundary of a topological insulator there exist metallic surface states, protected by time reversal (TR) symmetry. For two-dimensional topological insulators [1, 2, 4, 5] , the metallic edge is expected to support perfect ballistic conduction, and has been proposed to realize Majorana and Z 4 parafermion zero modes when placed in proximity to a superconductor [6] [7] [8] [9] , opening the door to entirely new quantum technologies. A more sophisticated understanding of SPT phases also allows for the possibility of gapped edges, as long as the gapped edge either exhibits topological order or breaks the protecting symmetry [3] . Are the above possibilities of a gapless ballistic or gapped edge exhaustive?
In fact, experiments suggest a richer set of possibilities [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Specifically, while short and intermediate length samples of two-dimensional topological insulator indeed exhibit quantized ballistic transport, longer samples show conductance well below e 2 /h per edge [11, 14, 21] . Furthermore, insulating transport was reported in InAs/GaSb [15, 17] , whereas InAs/GaSb [14] and HgTe/CdTe [22] show metallic transport that appears to be robust to time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking external magnetic field. This rich experimental phenomenology motivates a re-examination of the dogma that two dimensional topological insulators must have either a gapped or a perfect metallic edge.
In this article, we show, using nonperturbative analyses on a minimal model, that two dimensional topological insulators can exhibit a third possibility: a gapless, insulating edge. This possibility -which runs counter to prevailing wisdom on SPT phases in general and topological * YangZhi.Chou@colorado.edu
FIG. 1.
The phase diagram of a disordered, interacting edge state of a 2D topological insulator. The horizontal axis is the Luttinger parameter, K, which encodes the interaction. K = 1 is the non-interacting limit and K = 1/4 is the strongly repulsive, exactly solvable Luther-Emery point. The vertical axis is the measure of the incommensuration δQ = (4kF − Q) between electron and ion densities, with Q the reciprocal lattice vector. The red solid curve denotes the phase boundary between the gapless insulating edge (green region) and the helical ballistic edge. The gapless edge insulator corresponds to the quantum glass edge state identified in this paper, which is a Bose-glass phase [10] of helical edge bosons. A commensurate gapped insulating edge state (white shaded region), which is stable for weak bounded disorder, is rendered gapless by Lifshitz tails for strong or unbounded disorder. In the latter case, there are only two phases, a glassy insulating edge and the helical Luttinger liquid edge, with a crossover inside the glassy phase (blue dashed line) which is further illustrated in Fig. 4 .
insulators in particular -becomes available through an interplay between disorder and interactions. Given that theoretical analyses seldom simultaneously treat both disorder and interactions [23] [24] [25] , it is unsurprising that this possibility has not been emphasized. Nevertheless, experimental systems are invariably both disordered and interacting, and thus for real materials, gapless insulating edges are a generic possibility.
We focus on the boundary of a two dimensional TRinvariant topological insulator, which we model by helical Luttinger liquid theory [4, 26, 27] . This provides a natural (and nonperturbative) way to incorporate the ef-fect of short-range interactions. We then study the effect on the interacting edge states of TR-invariant disorder. This problem is very different from the conventional disordered spinless Luttinger liquid, where Anderson localization dominates the low temperature physics, in that the famous 'topological protection' of surface states [2] forbids conventional single particle backscattering. As a result, a minimal model of the 2D topological insulator edge state only contains perturbations from the forward scattering disorder [28] and the umklapp interaction. Forward scattering disorder alone has no effect on transport (it generates nontrivial Luttinger parameter K). Meanwhile, the umklapp interaction can spontaneously break TR symmetry and open a gap at special (commensurate) fillings, but is irrelevant in the renormalization group (RG) sense at generic (incommensurate) filling. Thus, under generic conditions, neither forward scattering nor umklapp interactions alone should affect transport.
However, as we will show below, forward scattering and umklapp interactions together give rise to a gapless, insulating edge. In essence, umklapp interaction produces the backscattering, which disorder alone is 'topologically prohibited' from doing, while disorder locally compensates for the momentum mismatch (incommensuration). As a result, the combination of disorder and interactions can accomplish what neither can alone, giving rise to an entirely new state on the edge, which is gapless and insulating. This phase locally breaks TR symmetry, but in a 'spin glass' [29] fashion, where the 'sign' of the TR symmetry breaking order parameter is spatially random. It preserves statistical TR symmetry, (i.e. after spatial or disorder averaging), but is localized [30] and therefore insulating. Being localized, this state is stable to non-zero energy densities, in a manifestation of localization protected order [31] , with the added subtlety that the order is itself required to enable localization [32] .
The possibility of glass-like TR breaking in the ground state was anticipated already in Ref. 26 and 27 . However, they focused on non-generic commensurate filling, at which interactions gap out the edge (as explicitly predicted in Ref. 26) , thereby precluding the gapless insulating edge predicted here. While the possibility of a gapless insulating edge follows naturally from the observations in Ref. 26 and 27, as far as we are aware it has not been explored in the literature.
Here we explore the possibility of a gapless insulating edge and its phenomenology via Luttinger liquid and exact Luther-Emery analyses. Our basic strategy is to (i) use bosonization to demonstrate an instability of the Luttinger liquid for K < 3/8 (generalizing the arguments of Refs. 26 and 27 to incommensurate filling), and (ii) to then infer the properties of the system for K < 3/8 by combining the bosonized analysis with an exact solution of the problem (using refermionization) at the LutherEmery point K = 1/4. This strategy will be valid as long as there are not any additional phase transitions for 1/4 < K < 3/8. ) In this manner, we arrive at the following key results: (a) the edge is a "non-Fermi" glass [33] best thought of as a localized state of edge solitons with half-integer charge see Sec. III, (b) the localization length exhibits a striking non-monotonic dependence on the strength of disorder, predicting weakening of localization at both weak and strong disorder see Sec. III, and (c) a distinctive phenomenology (for magnetic field response and unexpected resistance), providing a natural interpretation of a number of current experiments on edge transport in topological insulators [14, 15, 21, 34 ]. An extensive discussion of the implications of our results for experiments is provided in Sec. V. Readers uninterested in the technical details may skip directly to this section.
II. MODEL
At the edge of a two-dimensional topological insulator, there arise counter-propagating states of right (R) and left (L) moving fermions, that are helicity eigenstates. At low energies, the 'kinetic energy' part of the Hamiltonian takes the form
where v F is the Fermi velocity. This Hamiltonian possesses an anti-unitary time-reversal symmetry under
, and i → −i, encoding the underlying spin-1/2 structure. This symmetry rules out conventional backscattering (e.g., R † L + L † R in the spinless Luttinger liquid) 1 . Disorder thus gives rise to purely 'forward scattering', which adds to the Hamiltonian a term
For analytical convenience, we take the potential V (x) to be a zero mean Gaussian random field, fully characterized by V (x)V (y) = ∆δ(x − y), where O denotes a disorder average of O. Additionally, short-range interactions give rise to two-particle umklapp backscattering (consistent with TR symmetry),
where a point splitting with the ultraviolet length α is performed. Here U > 0 is the strength of the two-particle backscattering interaction and In the presence of disorder, frozen-in domain walls appear, corresponding to solitons (red shaded density bump) and anti-soliton (blue shaded density depletion), and lead to spatial wandering of θ between equivalent minima. These excitations carry half of an electron charge [41] . The solitons and the anti-solitons are "pinned" by disorder potential V (x) [sketched in (c)], leading to the quantum 'spin-glass' edge state, which may be viewed as a localized state of these half-charge solitons.
measures the mismatch (lack of commensuration) between electron and ion density, Q = 2π/a with a the lattice constant of the two dimensional bulk topological insulator. Employing standard bosonization [38] [39] [40] to treat the interaction nonperturbatively, the system is characterized by an imaginary-time action S = S 0 + S V + S U for a phonon-like field θ, where
with v the velocity of the boson, K the Luttinger parameter,Ũ = U/(2π 2 α 2 ), and α an ultraviolet length scale 2 . For a system with repulsive interactions K < 1 (K = 1 being the non-interacting point). The bosonized form of the long-lengthscale part of electron density is given by n = ∂ x θ/π. We take the disorder and interactions to be sufficiently weak, that they do not close the bulk gap, i.e., the bulk topological insulator phase is stable.
2 A generic model would also include a (TR symmetry allowed) random two particle backscattering, leading to a short range correlated random contribution to the coefficientŨ in Eq. (5c). As long asŨ(x) has non-zero mean (arising from interactions) the behavior remains qualitatively the same. Regardless of the interaction, the localization length diverges both in the zero disorder limit and in the infinite disorder limit.
III. QUANTUM GLASS STATE
In the clean system [V (x) = 0] with commensuration (δQ = 0), the two-particle backscattering in Eq. (5c) is relevant for K < 1/2 [39] . It spontaneously breaks the TR symmetry at zero temperature [26] , and opens up a gap at the edge. However, (a) commensuration is unlikely in typical samples, requiring fine-tuning, (b) spontaneous ordering of this sort will not survive to non-zero temperatures [42] , and (c) general arguments [43] establish that such a long-range ordered state is unstable to arbitrarily weak disorder in one dimension.
In the absence of disorder, but at incommensurate electron density (δQ = 0), weak two-particle backscattering, S U is formally irrelevant due to kinematic constraints from momentum conservation. The symmetry and the gapless edge will be restored by sufficiently large incommensuration |δQ| > δQ c , via a commensurateincommensurate phase transition [44] . In the presence of disorder, however, the kinematic constraint is relaxed, and the backscattering can be enhanced. To treat the combination of interaction and disorder rigorously, we first perform a change of variable,
where
In the thermodynamic limit and with a non-zero ∆, the ran-dom field η(x) is well characterized by its second cumu-
, and a vanishing mean η(x) = 0. Higher cumulants of η(x) are nonzero, but lead to higher replica operators that are less relevant and can be neglected relative to the second cumulant that we kept. (A discussion on the behavior of finite sized systems can be found in Appendix C.) Here S U given by Eq. (6) is an umklapp two particle backscattering with a position-dependent random phase χ(x) executing a random walk 3 . This effective random-field XY model maps to the Bose-glass problem analyzed in [10, 45] , and supports a glassy (i.e. insulating) phase. In the presence of Gaussian disorder, the gap will be smeared out, although a strong crossover controlled by Lifshitz tails will survive at weak disorder, illustrated in Figs. 1 and 4 .
To treat the disordered-assisted umklapp action S U [given by Eq. (6)] we employ a replica method [29] (equivalent to the Keldysh formalism), which allows us to average over disorder, generating a replicated (effectively) translationally-invariant action (see Ref. 46 and Appendix C),
Here,
and a, b are replica indices, with the standard zero-replica limit to be taken at the end of the computation. Note that the argument of the cosine in Eq. (7) is insensitive to incommensuration. Intuitively, disorder takes care of the commensuration by 'supplying the missing momentum' to make the interaction locally commensurate. We note in passing that this 'positive feedback' has been previously discussed in the context of finite temperature transport in the perturbative regime [46] [47] [48] .
Although the physical origin of the disorder-assisted interaction is quite different, S U,dis , is formally identical to the random single-particle backscattering in the Giamarchi-Schulz model, with rescaling θ → 2θ, corresponding to K → 4K [46] . It follows from a standard analysis that this operator becomes relevant for K < 3/8 [26, 27, 45] , driving an instability to a Bose-glass phase, corresponding to a gapless localized edge, as we discuss below. An estimate for the localization length in the glass phase may be obtained from the RG analysis [39, 45] that predicts a length scale l U ∼ α∆
at which the disorder assisted umklapp becomes strong. We further note that the localized nature of the edge can stabilize order to non-zero energy densities [31] .
To discuss the nature of the glassy edge state we note that forward-scattering disorder forces θ(x) to jump between degenerate minima of Eq. (5c) whenever V (x) locally exceeds the critical δQ c (corresponding to the soliton gap), thereby producing a random distribution of domain walls, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (for a detailed discussion see Appendix D). Note that domain walls connect two states related by TR operation, and are characterized by a π/2 change in θ. Since the charge density is e π ∂ x θ, it follows that the domain walls are fractionalized charge e/2 excitations [41, 49] . The glassy edge state is best thought of as a 'localized state of half-charge soliton' rather than of bare fermions, and as such may be viewed as an example of a 'non-Fermi glass' [33] . Note that such a localized state of domain walls spontaneously breaks TR symmetry in a spatially random fashion.
We emphasize that effective strength of the disorder assisted umklapp backscattering ∆ U (∆) in Eq. (8) is a non-monotonic function of ∆. (Also see Fig. 3 for inverse localization length.) Clearly, the effects of disorder increase with ∆ at small disorder, with the edge being ballistic in the zero disorder limit. Meanwhile, it follows from inspection of Eq. (5b) that V (x) (viewed as a smoothly varying function) locally increases incommensuration (adding a random contribution to δQ in Eq. (5c), thereby locally proliferating domain walls). For typical V (x) > vδQ this has the effect of suppressing umklapp backscattering. Since ∆ represents the typical strength of V (x), it follows that localization should paradoxically get weaker as ∆ is increased in the strong disorder regime.
A more rigorous treatment of the strong-coupling phase may be obtained by re-fermionizing the model given by Eq. (5) 
where M = U/(2πα) is the mass of Luther-Emery fermion. Note that in this representation, the problem has simplified to a non-interacting theory with disorder. The Luther-Emery fermion obeys a massive Dirac equation with a spatially inhomogeneous scalar potential V (x)/2. The corresponding variance of the scalar potential V (x)/2 is∆ = ∆/4. The problem of a noninteracting massive fermion with scalar potential disorder is exactly solvable [51] , and exhibits localization for arbitrarily weak disorder at all energies (i.e. for arbitrary incommensuration δQ). For unbounded disorder, there is no gap in the density of states. Nevertheless, in the weak disorder limit∆/(M v) ≪ 1, the subgap density of states is exponentially small, whereas for strong disorder ∆/(M v) ≫ 1, the gap is completely smeared out, leading to a crossover driven by disorder strength which is illustrated in Fig. 4 . For weak bounded disorder, a distinct gapped phase survives.
The physical density and current operators can be written in terms of the Luther-Emery fermion fields:
where e < 0 is the charge of an electron. Since these fermions (which carry half integer charge) are localized, it follows that the physical conductivity vanishes. Meanwhile, the absence of a hard gap for the Luther-Emery fermions implies that the physical compressibility is always nonzero. Thus the edge is a localized compressible state of Luther-Emery fermions, which in turn correspond to domain walls of S 0 + S U [given by Eq. (5)] in the language of bosonization. We thus conclude, that at K = 1/4, consistent with the bosonization arguments there arises a localized state of half-charge solitons (whose densities are govern by domain walls), for arbitrary filling δQ and even at weak disorder, which generically manifests as a gapless insulating edge.
Note that V (x) in Eq. (9) plays a dual role: it both introduces disorder and acts as a local chemical potential, increasing the density of effective fermions. Away from the Luther-Emery point K = 1/4, the effective fermions are interacting (see Appendix E for a discussion), and the Anderson insulator grows less stable to interactions with increasing density. Again, the gapless insulating state is expected to be stable for K < 3/8. It then follows that increasing disorder beyond an optimal value set by δQ strikingly weakens localization on the edge. This provides a complementary perspective on the aforementioned non-monotonicity [Eq. (8) and Fig. 3 ] of the effects of disorder.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SIGNATURES OF QUANTUM GLASS EDGE
Having established the insulating glass nature of the disordered interacting edge of the topological insulator, many experimental predictions then follow from general understanding of randomly-pinned and driven elastic media, (e.g., charge-density waves [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] ), and quantum transport in the localized state [57] .
Owing to the glassy insulating nature of the edge, at zero temperature, a finite length L sample will be characterized by a dc conductance G ∼ (e 2 /h)e −L/lU per edge, vanishing in thermodynamic limit. We expect the corresponding ac conductivity to be described by a Mott form σ(ω) ∼ ω 2 for low frequency, and non-universal power law dependence σ(ω) ∼ ω −4+8K for the high frequency tail [54] .
Quite generically we therefore expect that at zero temperature, above a threshold electric field, the glassy edge will exhibit a collective depinning transition from an insulating to a conducting state, studied extensively in the context of charge-density waves [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . We thus predict a nonlinear I-V characteristic for the lowtemperature edge transport. Concomitantly, we expect above-threshold transport to exhibit narrow-band noise and mode-locking phenomena at characteristic frequency ω ∼ eV / , set by voltage, V . In addition to transport measurements, there are a couple of experimental protocols that reveal the properties of quantum glass states. Compressibility measurement can confirm the gaplessness. Scanning tunneling microscopy, which measures the local density of states, can tell a gapless state and provide spatial distribution of electrons in a fixed energy. The half charge nature can in principle be probed through Coulomb blockade [41] . Charge density autocorrelation functions on the edge should find glassy dynamics. Non-local charge response [58] on the edge also gives distinct signatures of the localized state.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have shown that an interacting edge of a topological insulator with symmetry-preserving disorder can exhibit a quantum glass phase that spontaneously breaks time-reversal symmetry. This phase is a gapless compressible insulator that corresponds to a Bose-glass of the phonon-like field θ [10] , or equivalently a localized state of half-charge solitons. This constitutes a qualitatively new possibility for the edge of a two-dimensional topological insulator (and more generally, SPT phases), distinct from a metallic or a gapped edge. Insofar as this state is localized, it can survive to non-zero energy density. The corresponding phase diagram is sketched in Fig. 1 .
This new phase provides an alternative perspective on existing experiments [12, 14, 15, 21, 34] , as we will now discuss. In order to make a meaningful comparison to experiments, we must first discuss the evolution of the glassy edge state in applied magnetic field. How is the transport behavior altered if we explicitly break TR symmetry by applying external magnetic field? Inside the glassy phase the edge is already localized and TR symmetry is spontaneously broken. Thus, applying weak external field has little effect -it simply shifts the localization length, as shown in Fig. 5 (b) . In contrast, application of magnetic field to the TR invariant metallic state triggers a phase transition to an insulator [see Fig. 5 (a) ], which in the non-interacting limit is simply an Anderson insulator of electrons [59] . A detailed analysis of the effects of applied field within the language of bosonization is provided in Appendix F. We summarize here the key results.
Application of magnetic field B to the metallic TR preserving state leads to the typical conductance
where L is the length of the sample. Application of magnetic field to the glassy TR breaking state proposed here (stable for K < 3/8 at generic incommensurate electron density) leads to the conductance
with l loc = min (l B , l U ). This crosses over to Eq. (10) only for B > B * (when l B < l U ), where
is the crossover magnetic field below which the system is insensitive to magnetic field B.
How do these predictions compare with experiment? In InAs/GaSb insulating behavior is observed in the absence of external magnetic field [15, 17] . The samples are strongly interacting with estimated Luttinger parameter K ∼ 0.2 [15] owing to the small Fermi velocities [12, 14] . In this K < 3/8 regime our theory indeed predicts a gapless insulating edge, consistent with these experimental observations 5 .
4 The typical value of conductance (G) is defined by exp ln G .
The typical conductance and averaged conductance might give quantitatively different values owing to strong fluctuating nature of one dimensional localized insulators [60] . 5 The analyses in this work strictly apply to long edge samples.
We expect qualitatively similar results for short edge samples, although an effective single impurity picture might be more helpful in this regime [61, 62] . In InAs/GaInSb samples [21, 34] , conducting behavior is observed, but with conductance less than e 2 /h for long samples in the absence of applied magnetic field. In the presence of applied magnetic field, resistivity increases sharply. In these samples the estimated Luttinger parameters are roughly 0.4-0.5 [21, 34] , close to but greater than our critical value K = 3/8 = 0.375. Thus, we do expect conducting behavior in these samples, with a transition to insulating behavior driven by applied magnetic field. We conjecture that the less than ballistic transport observed in these samples (in the absence of applied field) may be due to rare regions with K < 3/8 6 , which locally break the time-reversal symmetry spontaneously and provide finite resistivity. Of course, the TR symmetry is still approximately restored for any finite temperature [26] when the system is coupled to an external heat bath (e.g. phonons).
We note that conducting edges were reported in HgTe/CdTe [22] even in the presence of magnetic field. This material is believed to be weakly interacting (K ∼ 0.8 [63] ). This observation does not have a natural explanation within our theory, but might be understood by material specific issues [64, 65] .
We comment briefly on some of the other explanations that have been proffered for the experiments. One explanation that has been advanced for resistive behavior [17] is that the system may simply be in the trivial phase, without a topologically protected edge. Even if the sample is in the topological phase, strong interaction can open up a gap and spontaneously break TR symmetry [26] , leading to an insulating behavior. However, this requires fine-tuning to commensuration and assumes a disorder-free system. There are also theories that are specific to particular material realizations [64] [65] [66] [67] . Un-like all these, our analysis indicates that the TR-breaking edge state is a robust and generic feature of the strongly interacting 2D topological insulator edge states.
Another possibility that has been discussed in the literature is charge puddles near the edge [68, 69] . These can behave like a Kondo impurities [61, 69, 70] and can generate insulator-like finite-temperature conductivity [62] . An extensive number of the Kondo impurities can also localize the helical edge state by spontaneously breaking the time-reversal symmetry [71, 72] . Our mechanism bears some family resemblance to these, but differs crucially in that there is no need to invoke additional gapless states (such as charge puddles) in the bulk, nor to invoke effectively magnetic impurities -our scenario applies even to the pure one dimensional edge of a topological insulator that is fully gapped in the bulk, with purely TR-preserving disorder on the edge. We conclude that our theory of a gapless insulating edge provides a simple explanation for a number experimental observations, independent of material and bulk details, and sensitive only to the edge theory. As a non-trivial prediction of our theory, the glassy edge state that we identify should exhibit a non-monotonic dependence on disorder strength, being maximally insulating (i.e. having shortest localization length) at intermediate disorder strengths (Fig. 3) . Moreover the localized objects are solitons with half integer charge.
Thus, we have shown that topological insulators can have gapless insulating edge states. This scenario also provides a simple explanation of apparent experimental anomalies. While our present analysis was restricted to topological insulators in two dimensions, a generalization to higher dimensional systems and more general SPT phases should follow mutatis mutandis. We leave this, as well as a re-examination of other experiments through this lens, as a challenge for future work.
We adopt the standard field theoretic bosonization method [38, 40] . The fermionic fields can be described by chiral bosons via
where α is the ultraviolet length scale that is determined by the microscopic model. The time-reversal operation (T 2 = −1) in the bosonic language is defined as follows: On the contrary, the non-topological spinless fermion obeys the time-reversal operation (T 2 = +1). The fermionic operation is R → L, L → R, and i → −i. The operation does not forbid the conventional backscattering term , R † L + L † R, which admits Anderson localization.
Appendix B: Rashba spin-orbit coupling and TR breaking order parameters
The TR operation T 2 = −1 forces 'masses' in the helical Luttinger liquid to break TR symmetry. This is because the helical Luttinger liquid still contains the parent 'spinful' feature in the bulk (even though spin is not necessarily a good quantum number). We briefly discuss the connection between physical fermion and the edge chiral fermions (right and left movers).
In a generic 2D topological insulator, the physical electron field can be expanded as [28, 37] 
where ζ is a phenomenological parameter that encodes the Rashba spin orbit coupling. The TR operation: c ↑ → c ↓ , c ↓ → −c ↑ , and i → −i. The quantum spin Hall insulator corresponds to ζ = 0 due to the absence of Rashba spin orbit coupling. The electron density operator is expressed as
where we only keep the leading O(|ζ|) terms. The 2k F component of the density operator contains unconventional backscattering. As pointed out in Ref. 28 , the effect of these backscattering term can be dealt with change of basis, and the helical edge state remains backscattering-free in the new "rotated frame". The spin-flip bilinears are expressed as follows:
where we have omitted the O(|ζ|) terms. The backscattering terms R † L and L † R do carry TR breaking features as the spin-flip billinears. However, they are not physical spin-flip operator as long as ζ is non-zero (due to the lack of spin conservation). In bosonization, the TR breaking mass operators are expressed as follows [26] :
where Q is the commensurate wavevector set by the microscopic lattice model. Finite expectation of m x (m y ) can be viewed as a pseudospin order along x (y) direction that breaks TR symmetry.
Appendix C: Effective Action and Renormalization Group Analysis
In the presence of the Gaussian unbounded forward disorder, the interaction term S U becomes irrelevant. This can be simply seen in Eq. (6) . The fluctuating factor η(x) vanishes after the disorder average.
At second order of U , S U,dis given by Eq. (7) is generated under RG flow. The precise functional form of the coupling constant ∆ U is not very important for this study. We follow the strategy in Ref. 46 . First of all, we examine the correlation of the random field η(x) in Eq. (6) in a system with finite length L. We can access both the clean and disorder limits. The first and second cumulants of η are as follows:
where η(x) and η(x ′ )η(x) depend on a dimensionless parameter K 2 ∆L/v 2 . The disorder effect is negligible when K 2 ∆L/v 2 → 0; the clean limit is reproduced. In the limit K 2 ∆L/v 2 → ∞, the disorder is relevant. η(x) and η(x ′ )η(x) vanish. This disorder limit is focused in the main text.
Then, we perform cumulant expansion of the partition function, e −SU ≈ exp
U . The linear in U contribution is given by
where a is the replica index. In the clean limit (
U reduces to the uniform umklapp term S U given by Eq. (5c). S
U vanishes when taking the disorder limit (K 2 ∆L/v 2 → ∞). The second order contribution in the action is as follows:
where a and b are replica indexes. In the clean limit (
The exponential decay in the first line of Eq. (C6) implies that the long wavelength physics can be treated as effective white noise correlated problem, similar to the backscattering term in the Giamarchi-Schulz model [26, 27, 45] . In order to see this explicitly, we integrate over the relative spatial degrees of freedom, r = x − x ′ , to compute ∆ U .
Based on scaling analysis we obtain the RG flow equation:
Therefore, the dirty helical Luttinger liquid is stable for K > 3/8 in the model given by Eq. (5). Meanwhile, for K < 3/8, backscattering is a relevant perturbation. This we interpret as an instability to localization, a conclusion that is supported by analysis of the exactly solvable Luther-Emery point K = 1/4 in the main text.
Appendix D: Domain Wall Solution with Disorder
We first consider a sine-Gordon model in the clean limit. The action is as follows:
whereŨ is the interaction strength. We have assumed the system is commensurate. The extra constant 1 is added in order to avoid infinity in the later calculations. The equation of motion is as follows:
Assuming no temporal fluctuation, we can construct a domain wall solution as follows:
where θ X (−∞) = −π/4 and θ X (∞) = π/4. The solution θ X is approximately correct for a finite system with size L when πŨ K/vL ≫ 1. We first focus on the saddle point contribution of θ X (x). The partition function is approximated by Z ∝ 
where we have used Eq. (D2). The energy cost of having a domain wall is ∆E = 2 Ũ v/(πK).
Increased Energy Due to Disorder
Now, we consider adding a disorder action S V [given by (5b)]. We first perform a change of variable to eliminate the
First of all, we assume that the fieldθ is pinned by the interaction term. This means θ(τ,
dsV (s)+ π 4 (2N + 1) with integer N . The solution minimizes thẽ U term to zero. We compute the corresponding energy in the kinetic energy part
where δE is the averaged kinetic energy. The extra energy cost of a uniform configuration due to disorder is proportional to the system size which is even stronger than in the Imry-Ma argument [43] . Meanwhile, the energy cost of a domain wall is just a constant, as discussed above. Therefore, it is energetically favorable to locally distort to match the disorder, thereby introducing a finite density of domain walls even at zero temperature.
Domain Wall Pinning in A Fixed Realization
We previously showed that the ground state should contain a non-zero density of domain walls. In this appendix we construct the domain wall solution in a fixed realization of disorder.
The disorder potential V (x) couples to ∂ x θ. The domain wall solution is mostly flat except for the "thin wall" region. A domain wall can take place as long as the local disorder potential provides enough energy gain. This is translated into
where x 0 is the position of a domain wall and θ X is given by Eq. (D3). The sign of the integral determines if θ should increase or decrease in value (see Fig. 2 ). Base on Eq. (D8), the domain walls are pinned by the rare strong disorder regions. The ground state consists of multiple mini blocks that are separated by domain walls. Inside each block, θ = (2N + 1)π/4 where N is an integer. This line of reasoning predicts a ground state that breaks TR symmetry in 'spin glass' like fashion, with localized domain walls separating domains with different values of θ.
Appendix E: Luther-Emery fermion
At K = 1/4, equation (5) can be mapped to a noninteracting Luther-Emery fermion. The Luther-Emery fermionic fields [39] can be described by rescaled chiral bosons via
where α is the ultraviolet length scale. The LutherEmery fermion fields are related to the physical fermions upon φ/2 → φ and 2θ → θ. The TR operation (T 2 = −1) in terms of the Luther-Emery fermions is given by Ψ R → e i3π/4 Ψ L , Ψ L → e i3π/4 Ψ R , and i → −i. One can use the above rule to confirm the TR invariance in Eq. (9) . The non-trivial phase factor e i3π/4 implies that the Luther-Emery fermion is non-local in terms of the physical fermionic fields R and L. As we explained in the main text, the density of a Luther-Emery fermion is related to a domain wall, θ-kink. The precise operator correspondence depends on both θ and φ bosonic fields.
When K is slightly tuned away from 1/4, an interaction term arises [73] and is given bŷ
The interaction is repulsive (attractive) for K < 1/4 (K > 1/4). This suggests that the refermionized theory is no solvable when K = 1/4. Meanwhile, the localized state is still stable for a range of K = 1/4 that we discussed below. For repulsive interactions (K < 1/4), the backscattering is enhanced [23, 24, 74, 75] and the localized state remains stable. For attractive interactions (K > 1/4), the localization becomes less stable. Even though we can not systematically determine the critical value from the Luther-Emery theory, the complementary bosonization analysis gives a critical point at K = 3/8 which we have discussed extensively in the main text.
